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Abstract. I review the insights emerging from recent large kinematic surveys of galaxies at low
redshift, with particular reference to the SAMI, CALIFA and MaNGA surveys. These new obser-
vations provide a more comprehensive picture of the angular momentum properties of galaxies
over wide ranges in mass, morphology and environment in the present-day universe. I focus
on the distribution of angular momentum within galaxies of various types and the relationship
between mass, morphology and specific angular momentum. I discuss the implications of the
new results for models of galaxy assembly.
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1. Introduction
This brief review focusses on recent integral field spectroscopy surveys of the stellar
kinematics in large samples of galaxies at low redshifts. It does not cover radio HI surveys
of the neutral gas in low-redshift galaxies (which are important for understanding the
kinematics at large radius) nor does it extend to surveys at high redshifts (which explore
the origin and evolution of galaxy kinematics). What local surveys of stellar kinematics
can tell us about angular momentum in galaxies is its dependence on mass, morphology
and other properties (if sample selection is understood) and its dependence on environ-
ment (if the sample is embedded in a fairly complete redshift survey); such dependencies
can provide indirect evidence for the origin and evolution of angular momentum.
It is immediately apparent that all current kinematic surveys have weaknesses re-
lating to the trade-offs demanded by instrumental constraints: firstly, between spatial
resolution and spatial coverage (also between spectral resolution and spectral coverage)
and, secondly, between this per-galaxy information and sample size (also sample volume
and completeness). The lack of radial coverage is a serious problem for late-type disk
galaxies having exponential mass profiles (i.e. having Sersic index n ≈ 1), for which
M/Mtot = 0.5,0.8 at R/Re ≈ 1.0,1.8 and j/jtot = 0.5,0.8 at R/Re ≈ 1.0,2.2. But
it is a much worse problem for early-type spheroidal galaxies with deVaucouleurs pro-
files (n ≈ 4), for which M/Mtot = 0.5,0.8 at R/Re ≈ 1.0,3.2 and j/jtot = 0.5,0.8 at
R/Re ≈ 4.4,>9 (see Figure 1a). This problem is compounded by the necessary instru-
mental trade-off between radial coverage (field of view) and spatial resolution (spaxel
scale) of integral field units (IFUs) due to constraints imposed by the limited available
detector area. For example, in the SAMI sample the median major axis is Re = 4.4 arcsec
(10-90% range spans 1.8-9.4 arcsec) which means that the SAMI IFUs only sample out
to a median radius of 1.7Re (see Figure 1b).
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Figure 3. Fraction of enclosed cumulative quantities vs. cylindrical galactocen-
tric radius (normalized by the effective radius Re) for model galaxies with an ex-
ponential profile (n = 1 disk, top) and a de Vaucouleurs profile (n = 4 spheroid,
bottom). A constant, cylindrical rotation field is assumed. The quantities are
projected stellar mass M⋆ (dotted curve), angular momentum J⋆ (dashed), and
specific angular momentum j⋆ (solid). The latter quantity is computed using the
cumulative values of both J⋆ and M⋆ within the radius R. The vertical dashed
line marks 1 Re. To capture half of j⋆, the observations must extend to∼1 Re in
a disk galaxy, and to ∼(4–5) Re in a spheroid.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
reasons, estimating jt for these galaxies is much harder than
for spirals. Not only are their inclinations and intrinsic shapes
uncertain, but also large-radius rotation measurements are both
more difficult and more critical.
We illustrate the last point with some basic galaxy models.
Adopting the simple assumption of an axisymmetric system with
cylindrical rotation that is constant with respect to the intrinsic
radius R, we consider both a disk galaxy with an exponential
surface density profile, and an elliptical galaxy with a standard
de Vaucouleurs (1948) R1/4 profile. Although ellipticals are in
general triaxial systems, the axisymmetric model is sufficiently
accurate for our purposes.
Figure 3 then shows the cumulative distribution of angular
momentum (both total and specific) with radius. For the disk
galaxy, the specific angular momentum reaches roughly half of
its total value at the effective radius Re that encloses half of the
stellar light. This implies that observational estimates of jt will
be relatively easy for disk galaxies.
For the elliptical galaxy on the other hand, the halfway mark
for jt is reached at 4.5 Re. This is because ellipticals contain a
fairly large fraction of their light in their outer regions where
the radius lever arm in r × v¯ is large. The implication is that
observations of elliptical galaxies need to extend to much larger
radii than for spirals, in order to be confident of capturing the
total jt.
Typical stellar kinematics observations in 1983 extended
to ∼1 Re, and even today, only a small handful of galaxies
have been observed kinematically out to ∼5 Re, which means
the positions of the ellipticals in the original j⋆–M⋆ diagram
(Figure 1) were highly uncertain, and continue to be challenging
to determine with surety. Fortunately, after a great deal of
experimentation, which we will discuss below, we find that
there is a heuristic approach where observations around ∼2 Re
can be used to estimate the total jt of ellipticals with reasonable
accuracy.
Returning to a general framework for estimating jt from
observations, there is not only the challenge of extending the
data to large radii, but also of having only three of the six phase-
space quantities in Equation (1) accessible (i.e., the projected
positions and line-of-sight velocity). Even the projection of jt on
the sky involves unobservable velocity components tangential to
the line of sight, and requires additional modeling assumptions.
To cope with these issues, we will model the observed ro-
tation and luminosity profiles of galaxies and convert these to
jt estimates using approximate deprojection factors. Although
these factors are based on highly simplified models, the domi-
nant source of uncertainty is still the limited extent of the data
to large radii.
We derive in Appendix A two alternative expressions for
estimating jt from observations, both of them based again on
the simplifying assumption of cylindrical rotation. The first
expression starts with a detailed calculation of a “projected”
specific angular momentum proxy that can be estimated directly
from observations:
jp =
∫
vrot,p(x)Σ(x) x2 dx∫
Σ(x) x dx . (3)
Here vrot,p(x) is the observed profile of rotation velocity along
the projected semimajor axis x, and Σ(x) is the surface density
profile, again along the semimajor axis.
The quantity jp is related to jt through a “deprojection”
factor Ci:
jt = Ci jp. (4)
Therefore, the problem of estimating jt separates into two parts:
the calculation of jp from observations, and the factor Ci which
can be calibrated from theoretical models.
As we describe in Appendix A, this latter factor has some
dependence on the detailed density–velocity structure of the
galaxy, but is primarily a function of the inclination i relative
to the line of sight. For thin-disk galaxies, it is simply Ci =
(sin i)−1. With spheroidal galaxies, there is an additional dilution
effect that comes from the line-of-sight intersecting the rotation
field at non-tangent points. In principle, this effect is dependent
on the detailed shape of the rotation profile, but we have found
with simplified test models that such variations can be neglected
in practice. We also find that as long as the major-axis radius x,
rather than a circularized radius R, is used in Equation (3), then
Ci is insensitive to galaxy flattening.
A general approximation to Ci as a function of inclination is
provided by Equation (A29). It is normally difficult to determine
i for spheroidal galaxies, and we will when needed adopt
inclination-averaged values.
Equation (3) yields accurate results that are commensurate
with the quality of modern observations, but involves numerical
integration, and careful compilation of Σ(x) and vrot,p(x) profiles
along with extrapolation beyond the bounds of the data.
We could in principle simplify the problem further by using
parametric models for vrot,p(x) and Σ(x). Unfortunately, the
diversity of observed rotation profiles (when non-spiral galaxies
are considered) defies parameterization. We can at least adopt
for the surface density the general Se´rsic (1968) law which
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Figure 1. (a) Left panel: the fraction of mass (M), angular momentum (J), and specific angular
mo entum (j = J/M) as functions of radius (in units of the effective radius, Re) for both an
expo ential disk profil (Sersic index n = 1; top panel) and a deVaucouleurs spheroid profile
(Sersic index n = 4; bott m panel) [?, Fig.3]. (b) Right panel: the distribution of effective radius
Re (in arcsec) for the SAMI galaxy sample, showin those part of the sample for which the
integral field unit covers <1Re, >1Re and >2Re [based on ?, Fig.1].
2. Surveys
2.1. SAMI
SAMI is the Sydney-AAO Mul -IFU instrument on the 3.9m Anglo-Australian Tele-
cope (AAT). It has 13 IFUs hat can be p sitioned over 1 degree field at the tele-
scope’s prime focus. Each hexabundle IFU has 61× 1.6 arcsec fibres covering a 15 arcsec
diameter field of view. SAMI feeds the AAOmega spectrograph, which gives spectra over
375–575nm t R≈ 1800 (70 km s−1) and 630–740n a R≈ 4300 (30 km s−1). The SAMI
Second Data Release (DR2) includ s 1559 galaxies (about half the full sample) covering
0.004< z< 0.113 and 7.5< log(M∗/M)< 11.6. The core data products for each galaxy
are two primary spectral cubes (blue and red), three spatially binned spectral cubes,
and a set of standardised aperture spectra. For each core data product there are a set of
value-added dat products, including aperture and resolved stellar kin matics, aperture
emission line properties, and Lick indices and stellar population parameters. The data
release is available online through AAO Data Central (datacentral.org.au).
2.2. CALIFA
CALIFA is the Calar Alto Legacy Integral Field survey, consisting of integral field spec-
troscopy for 667 galaxies obtained with PMAS/PPak on the Calar Alto 3.5m telescope.
There are three different spectral setups: 375–750 nm at 0.6 nm FWHM resolution for 646
galaxies, 365–484 nm at 0.23 nm FWHM resolution for 484 galaxies, and a combination of
these over 370–750 nm at 0.6 nm FWHM resolution for 446 galaxies. The CALIFA Main
Sample spans 0.005<z < 0.03 and the colour-magnitude diagram, with a wide range of
stellar masses, ionization conditions and morphological types; the CALIFA Extension
Sample includes rare types of galaxies that are scarce or absent in the Main Sample.
2.3. MaNGA
MaNGA is the Mapping Nearby Galaxies at Apache Point Observatory survey (part
of SDSS-IV). It is studying the internal kinematic structure and composition of gas and
stars in 10,000 nearby galaxies. It employs 17 fibre-bundle IFUs varying in diameter from
12 arcsec (19 fibres) to 32 arcsec (127 fibers) that feed two dual-channel spectrographs
FM6. Angular momentum from surveys 3
Figure 2. Upper left: table of key parameters of the MaNGA, SAMI, CALIFA and Atlas3D
surveys. Lower left: the wavelength coverage of the MaNGA (black), SAMI (grey), CALIFA (red
& green) and Atlas3D (blue) surveys. Right: illustration of the relative fields of view covered by
the IFUs used in each survey. [Based on Sanchez et al. (2015), Table 1 & Figure 1.]
covering 360–1030 nm at R≈ 2000. The targets have M∗> 109M based on SDSS-I red-
shifts and i-band luminosities. The MaNGA sample is designed to approximate uniform
radial coverage in terms of Re, a flat stellar mass distribution, and a wide range of envi-
ronments. SDSS Data Release 14 (DR14) includes MaNGA data cubes for 2812 galaxies.
2.4. Comparison
Figure 2 provides a tabular and graphical summary of the parameters of these three
surveys (and also the earlier Atlas3D survey), which helps to understand their vari-
ous relative strengths and weaknesses, and consequently their complementarities. A few
kinematic surveys of small samples offer greater radial coverage and higher velocity res-
olution: SLUGGS surveyed kinematics of 25 early-type galaxies to ∼3Re from stars and
to ∼10Re using globular clusters (Bellstedt et al. 2018); PN.S surveyed the kinematics
of 33 early-type galaxies to ∼10Re using planetary nebulae (Pulsoni et al. 2018).
3. Results
3.1. Role of angular momentum
After mass, angular momentum is the most important driver of galaxy properties, with
a key role in the formation of structure and morphology. For regular oblate rotators,
angular momentum can be derived from dynamical models as well as direct estimates of
projected angular momentum. Surveys can determine population variations in the total
angular momentum and its distribution with radius, exploring dependencies on mass,
morphology, ellipticity and other properties. These relations can provide insights on the
assembly histories of galaxies for comparison with simulations.
3.2. Angular momentum & spin profiles
SAMI, CALIFA and MaNGA together now provide angular momentum profiles (or, al-
ternatively, spin proxy, λR, as a function of R/Re) for thousands of galaxies to R/Re∼ 1
and for hundreds of galaxies to R/Re∼ 2. These samples are large enough to be useful
when split by mass, morphology or environment. Figure 3 shows spin profiles for galaxies
from the CALIFA survey (Falco´n-Barroso 2016) and the MaNGA survey (Greene et al.
2018); Foster et al. (2018) give similar results from the SAMI survey.
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FIG. 3.— Measurements of  R as a function of radius (measured as RArea defined in §3.2) for a set of representative galaxies in three stellar mass bins centered
at 1010.5,1010.75,and1011 h-2 M  (blue, green, red lines), respectively. Note that  R is cumulative to radius R, as is customary in the literature (although see
Raskutti et al. 2014). We separate the systems into early-type (left), and late-type (right). While we show the late-type galaxies here for comparison, throughout the
manuscript we focus on early-type centrals. Any changes in  R at larger radii do not change the slow or fast rotator designation.
We now turn to the properties of the entire sample of galax-
ies considered here. We are working with the MaNGA Data
Reduction Pipeline version 2.0.1 sample (MaNGA Product
Launch 5; MPL5; K. Westfall et al. in preparation). An ini-
tial set of central galaxies are selected from the Y07 catalog
and are defined as the most luminous galaxy among the group
members. Two coauthors performed visual inspection in the
r-band of all of the Y07 groups with M200b > 1014 h-1 M ,
the halo-mass range that we focus on for the ancillary sam-
ple. In doing these visual checks, we both ensure that the cho-
sen overdensity exists and check the validity of the choice of
central galaxy. Based on the visual inspection, we judge that
the Y07 algorithm overall selected visually reasonable clus-
ters and central galaxy candidates. We apply a stellar mass
cut M⇤ > 1010 h-2 M  (in practice, 95% of central galaxies
have stellar masses M⇤ > 1010.5 h-2 M ) and a halo mass cut
M200b > 1012.5 h-1 M . As shown in Yang et al. (2009), the
groups are quite incomplete below this halo mass in the red-
shift range of interest. As a result, the majority of our cen-
tral galaxies have stellar masses M⇤ > 1010.5 h-2 M . Satel-
lite galaxies are those in the Y07 catalog that are not central
galaxies. Of course, the satellite galaxies extend to much lower
stellar masses. However, our primary goal here is to compare
the satellite and central galaxy populations. Furthermore, at low
stellar mass, the early-type galaxies in MaNGA are overwhelm-
ingly unresolved (see also Appendix B). Therefore, we apply a
stellar mass cut to the satellite galaxies ofM⇤ > 1010 h-2 M .
We adopt measured properties (e.g., stellar mass, galaxy ra-
dius, redshift) from the MaNGA source catalog, which in turn
is based on version v1_0_1 of the NSA. The galaxy magni-
tudes are based on elliptical Petrosian apertures, measured as
Petrosian magnitudes (Petrosian 1976; Blanton et al. 2001) but
using elliptical apertures22. The stellar masses are derived us-
ing the k-correct code (Blanton et al. 2003), which fits spec-
tral energy distributions to the elliptical Petrosian magnitudes
to derive the mass-to-light ratio. A Chabrier (2003) Initial Mass
Function is assumed.
Typically  R is measured in a fixed aperture (often Re), so
that all galaxies can roughly be on the same footing. There
are two complications to this approach for our sample. One is
that the galaxies are typically poorly resolved spatially at Re,
which compromises the  R measurements (see Appendix B).
The other issue is that it is notoriously difficult to measure a
uniform effective radius (e.g., Kormendy et al. 2009). In the
end, we therefore adopt a measurement of  R that is not di-
rectly tied to Re. Nevertheless, we must adopt some measure of
size.
There are two sizes tabulated by the NSA that we consider
here. The one used by the MaNGA team to define the sample
is the elliptical Petrosian radius. The other possibility within
the NSA is the Re provided by a single-Sérsic fit. We adopt
the aspect ratio (B/A) and position angle (PA) derived from the
parametric Sérsic fit because they are PSF-corrected. Indeed,
when we compare B/A derived from the Petrosian and Sérsic
fits we find clear evidence that the PSF-correction makes a dif-
ference, since the Sérsic B/A is typically 10% smaller than the
Petrosian value. To be consistent between the size measurement
Re and the ellipticity and PA measurements, we adopt the cir-
cularized Re from the Sérsic fit. All Re measurements use the
Sérsic fits. This measurement is roughly 30% larger than the
elliptical Petrosian measurements used to define the MaNGA
targets. Again, we emphasize that this decision does not impact
the final  R measurements, but the circularized Sérsic-derived
Re is used as a benchmark throughout the paper.
2.3.1. Galaxy Morphologies
Many of the central galaxies are late-type (spiral) galaxies.
Late-type galaxies tend to have high  R values, and our main
goal is to investigate the distribution in  R for the early-type
galaxies. We have visually classified galaxies into those with
or without spiral structure (early and late-type galaxies). Visual
inspection was performed by the first author using the three-
color SDSS images. Of the 475 central galaxies, there are 379
early-type central galaxies; of the 241 satellite galaxies, 159
are of early type. Of the 379 central galaxies, there are 217
Primary and 162 Secondary galaxies, while the 241 satellite
22http://www.sdss.org/dr13/manga/manga-target-selection/nsa/
Figure 3. Left: Galaxy spin profiles from CALIFA, showing the variation ith Hubble type
[Falco´n-Barroso (2016), Fig.2]. Right: Galaxy spin profiles from MaNGA, showing the variation
with mass for early and late-type galaxies [Greene et al. (2018), Fig.3].
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4 THE SPIN PARAMETER
In a theoretical framework, the scatter of theM⇤-j⇤ relation
should, at least partially, reflect the wide range of kinematic
properties of dark matter halos of similar mass. Given that
during the growth of structures, halos exert tidal torques
onto each other, it is natural to expect that the degree of
rotational support can vary across a large dynamical range.
However, the exact connection between the angular momen-
tum of the halo and that of the stars remains an outstanding
question.
The importance of ordered motions is usually quantified
via the spin parameter  , which is defined as:
  =
J |E|1/2
GM5/2
(8)
where J is the angular momentum, E is the total mechan-
ical (potential plus kinetic) energy of the system, G is the
gravitational constant and M is the total mass. Thus, the
scatter of the M⇤-j⇤ relation may correlate with  , and  
may somehow regulate galaxy morphology (e.g., Fall & Efs-
tathiou 1980; Dalcanton et al. 1997; Mo et al. 1998; Boissier
& Prantzos 2000; Zavala et al. 2008, but see also Scannapieco
et al. 2009; Romanowsky & Fall 2012; Sales et al. 2012).
Intriguingly, the width of the spin parameter distribution
predicted by simulations is ⇠0.22 dex (e.g., Bullock et al.
2001), very close to the scatter of our M⇤-j⇤ relation.
Unfortunately, estimating   from observations is ex-
tremely challenging. Not only physical quantities such as
total energy and total mass are not easily derived from ob-
servations, but also Eq. 8 strictly applies to the dark matter
halo, and the ratio between the spin of the halo and that
of the baryons can easily vary during the evolutionary his-
tory of galaxies (Scannapieco et al. 2009; Sharma et al. 2012;
Teklu et al. 2015).
In the last few years, the advent of integral field spec-
troscopy has made the  R parameter (Emsellem et al. 2007,
2011) the most commonly-used proxy for stellar spin param-
eter (see Appendix A in Emsellem et al. 2007):
 R =
nP
k=1
FkRk|Vk los|
nP
k=1
FkRk
p
V 2k los +  
2
k
(9)
where Vk los and  k are the line-of-sight and dispersion ve-
locities in each spaxel, respectively, and Fk and Rk
4 are as in
Eq. 6. It is important to note that  R is a projected quantity
and, at face value, does not take into account the e↵ect of
inclination. This parameter was originally defined for early-
type galaxies, for which inclinations are notoriously uncer-
tain, and it has to be combined with the observed galaxy el-
lipticity to allow a proper separation between fast and slow
rotators. Despite this possible bias,  R is becoming com-
monly used for galaxies of all morphologies (Jimmy et al.
2013; Pracy et al. 2013; Tapia et al. 2014; Falco´n-Barroso
et al. 2015; Fogarty et al. 2015), thus it is interesting to see
4 We note that, although consistent with Fogarty et al. (2014,
2015), our definition of  R is di↵erent from the original definition
by Emsellem et al. (2007). Namely, it uses de-projected instead
of projected radii. However, this di↵erence does not significantly
a↵ect our findings.
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Figure 6. The M⇤-j⇤p (top) and M⇤-j⇤ (bottom) relations with
galaxies colour-coded by stellar spin parameter  R.
how the results presented above can be int rpreted in t
context of this parameter.
Fig. 6 shows the M⇤-j⇤ relation, this time colour-coded
by values of  R. As expected, since j⇤ and  R are not in-
dependent quantities, we find that the scatter in the re-
lation correlates strongly with  R. Indeed, the scatter in
the best-fitting M⇤-j⇤- R plane is ⇠0.08 dex, significantly
smaller than in the case of the Se´rsic index (see Table 1).
Remarkably, the best-fitting coe cients are very close to
j ⇠ M2/3⇤ ⇥  R, which can be recovered analytically (see
e.g., RF12 and OG14) within the general theoretical frame-
work of Mo et al. (1998), assuming that  R is proportional
to halo spin parameter, and a constant halo-to-stellar mass
ratio. The projected version of the plane has a scatter signif-
icantly smaller than the intrinsic one. This is simply because
 R is a projected quantity and thus it correlates more tightly
with the scatter of the M⇤-jp⇤ relation.
From an observational point of view, since the slope of
the M⇤-j⇤- R plane in the  R projection is very close to 1,
the tight M⇤-j⇤- R plane becomes akin5 to the known rela-
tion betweenM⇤ and
p
V 2 +  2, (Cortese et al. 2014), which
shows similar scatter (⇠0.1 dex) and represents a promising
5 Indeed, if j⇤ /  RMa⇤ by simply dividing j⇤ and  R,
the equation for the plane can be re-expressed as M⇤ /✓ nP
k=1
FkRk
q
V 2
k los
+ 2
k
nP
k=1
Fk
◆1/a
.
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Figure 7. The stell r  R-nr (top-left),  R-R90/R50 (top-right),  R/
p
✏-nr (bottom-left),  R/
p
✏-R90/R50 (bottom-right) relations for
our sample. Poi ts e colour-coded by visual morphology as in Fig. 2. Circles and triangles indicate galaxies with ellipticities larger and
smaller than 0.4, respectively.
unified dynamical scaling relation valid for galaxies of all
regular morphological types.
The role played by  R in the scatter of the M⇤-j⇤ re-
lation, combined with the r sults of Sec. 3, impli s that  R
should correlate with indicators of optical morphology suc
as nr and concentr tion index. This correlatio is investi-
gated in the top panel of Fig. 7. Although  R clearly corre-
lates with both quantities (Spearman correlation coe cient
⇠ 0.6), the relations show quite a large amount of scat-
ter, as recently highlighted by Fogarty et al. (2015) using
a smaller sample f cluster galaxies from the SAMI pilot
survey (see also Falco´n-Barroso et al. 2015). This is partic-
ularly true for high Se´rsic and concentration indices, where
there is almost no correlation between  R and optical mor-
phology. Interestingly, this is the typical parameter space
occupied by the population of ‘slow-rotators’ investigated
by the ATLAS3D survey (Cappellari et al. 2011a; Emsellem
et al. 2011), for which it has been claimed that optical mor-
phology does not represent a good proxy for their kinematic
properties (Krajnovic´ et al. 2013).
However, part of the scatter and non linearity in the
 R-nr (left) and  R-R90/R50 relations is likely just a conse-
quence of the fact that  R is a projected quantity. As shown
in Fig. 7, the vast majority of the outliers from the main
relation are galaxies with ellipticities smaller than 0.4 (tri-
angles in Fig. 7). Moreover, if we try to account for the e↵ect
of inclination by simply plotting  R/
p
✏ instead of  R, the
correlation becomes more linear, in particular for the con-
centration index. Of course, this is a crude way to correct
for inclination and to properly quantify projection e↵ects,
something outside the scope of this paper, we do require de-
tailed dynamical modeling. Indeed, not only the inclination
but also the anisotropy of the velocity field are needed to
correct both line-of-sight and dispersion velocities.
Thus, at this stage, we can at least safely conclude that,
excluding slow-rotators, there is a good correlation between
optical morphology and  R, with the value of the spin pa-
rameter decreasing with the increase of stellar concentration.
5 COMPARISON WITH MODELS
The most natural interpretation of our results is that the
stellar density distribution in galaxies, and thus their mor-
phology, is a direct manifestation of the contribution of or-
dered motions to the dynamical support of the system. The
larger the contribution of dispersion, the more centrally con-
centrated the stars are and the more closely the galaxy re-
sembles to a bulge-dominated system. This is consistent with
previous works that found a correlation between the V/  ra-
tio and galaxy morphology (Courteau et al. 2007; Catinella
et al. 2012).
However, it is important to make sure that such a sce-
nario is not only qualitatively, but also quantitatively consis-
tent with our findings. Thus, in this section we compare our
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
i ure 4. Left: Specific angular momentum versus stellar mass for SAMI galaxies, colour-coded
by spin pa am ter λR. Right: Galaxy pin parameter ve sus r-band concentration for SAMI
galaxies, colour-coded by morphology. [Based on Cortese et al. (2016), Figs 6 & 7].
3.3. Spi , morphology & ellipticity
Typical galaxies lie on a plane relating mass M , j and stellar distribution (quantifi d by,
e.g., Sersic index n or photometric concentration index), with overall morphologies reg-
ulated by their mass and dynamical tate (see, .g., Cortes et al. 2016). The correlation
hown in the left panel of Figure 4 betwee the offs t from the mass–angular momentum
(M -j) relation and spin parameter λR shows that at fixed M the contribution of ordered
motions to dynamical support varies by more than a factor of three. The right panel of
Figure 4 hows that λR correlates strongly with morphology and concentration index (es-
pecially if slow-rotators are re oved), suggesting that late-type galaxies and early-type
fast-rotators form a continuous class in terms of their kinematic properties.
The spin–ellipticity (λR–) diagram is a particularly revealing frame for understanding
relation between kinematic a d morphological properties of galaxies. This is illustrated
in Figure 5, from the work of Graham et al. (2018) using the MaNGA survey. The left
panel shows the strong correlation between the ass of a galaxy and its osition in
his diagram, with more massiv g axies tending to have lower spin and ellipticity. The
central pa el shows the areas of the diagram occupied by various morphological types:
elliptical galaxies occupy the low-λR, low- region, while lenticular and spiral galaxies
largely overlap, covering the full range of  at λR> 0.5. The right panel shows h w galaxies
belonging to d fferent kinematic classes are distributed: spirals generally lie in the region
consistent with rotationally-dominated kinematics, while regular (fast-rotating) early-
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Figure 5. Distributions of galaxy properties in the spin–ellipticity (λR–) diagram: left—stellar
mass; centre—visual morphology; right—kinematic class. [Graham et al. (2018), Figs 5, 8 & 9.]
Figure 6. Left/middle panels: The ratio of ordered to random motions (V/σ) versus the appar-
ent ellipticity for early/late-type galaxies. Right panel: assuming galaxies are oblate rotators,
the derifed distribution of intrinsic ellipticity as a function of apparent inclination. [van de Sande
et al. (2018), Figs 3 & 4.]
type galaxies occupy a wider range of λR at given , with lower λR corresponding to
systems with more pressure-support; slowly-rotating (‘non-rotating’) early-type galaxies
mainly occupy the region with λR< 0.15 and 0<< 0.4.
There is also an strong correlation between a galaxy’s spin parameter and its intrin-
sic ellipticity, as demonstrated using the SAMI survey by van de Sande et al. (2018).
Figure 6 shows the distribution of the ratio of rotation velocity to velocity dispersion
(V/σ) with apparent ellipticity () for early-type and late-type galaxies, together with
the inferred distribution of intrinsic ellipticity (int). This is derived using the theoreti-
cal model predictions for rotating, oblate, axisymmetric spheroids with varying intrinsic
shape and anisotropy shown by the dashed and dotted lines in the left two panels. The
galaxies are colour-coded by the luminosity-weighted age of their stellar populations,
and the righthand panel shows the clear trend of age with intrinsic ellipticity. As van de
Sande et al. (2018) discuss in detail, this newly discovered relation extends beyond the
general notion that disks are young and bulges are old.
3.4. The mass–angular momentum relation
The mass–angular momentum (M -j) relation is discussed in detail elsewhere in these
proceedings. However, it is worth noting the opportunties for studying this key relation
that follow from large surveys providing kinematics for many galaxies. Some prelminary
results from the SAMI survey are shown in Figure 7 (D’Eugenio et al., in prep.), using
hundreds of galaxies with masses and angular momenta derived from self-consistent dy-
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Figure 7. The relation between mass and specific angular momentum, both derived from Jeans
anisotropic mass (JAM) models fitted to the SAMI kinematic data, for elliptical (E), lenticular
(S0), early-spiral (Sa-Sb) and late-spiral/irregular (Sc-Irr) galaxies. [D’Eugenio et al., in prep.]
namical models—in this case, Jeans anisotropic mass (JAM) models. This permits the
study of the M -j relation for subsets of the population, such as different morphological
types. While the results shown here are too preliminary to allow conclusions to be drawn,
the opportunities are clear.
4. Summary
This is a golden age for studying galaxy angular momentum. Large kinematic surveys
using integral field spectrographs are vastly increasing the amount and richness of the
available information Sample sizes are now beginning to allow studies of the dependence
on multiple simultaneous influences (mass/morphology/environment...) The main lim-
itations remain instrumental trade-offs between spatial resolution and radial coverage,
and challenges in spatial resolution and surface brightness at higher redshift.
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